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QUESTION 1

You notice that all of your current customers are stored m Microsoft Dynamics 365 as Account records. 

You need to create records for other organizations you work with to support your customers. These organizations
represent vendors, partners, and distributors. 

What record type should you use for these organizations? 

A. Account 

B. Prospect 

C. Organization 

D. Company 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

You receive an email from a prospect and would like to create a Lead in Microsoft Dynamics 365. You want the email
from the prospect connected to the Lead. How can you accomplish this goal? 

A. Navigate to your instance in Microsoft Outlook and create a Lead. 

B. Track the email- Manually create a Lead in Microsoft Dynamics 365. 

C. Track the email. Convert the email to a Lead record. 

D. Create a Lead from the CRM tab in Microsoft Outlook. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

You have received an email from a person you met at a conference you recently attended. 

The email mentions that their organization might be interested in the services provided by your organization. 

You need to create a record for this person in Microsoft Dynamics 365 to be later set to the qualified status by your
organization. 

Which record type can be used to accomplish this goal? 

A. Account 

B. Opportunity 

C. Lead 
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D. Contact 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

You are a solutions architect for a sales organization that uses Microsoft Dynamics 365. The company has just acquired
their first international client Which two configuration tasks will have to be made in order to accommodate the currency
exchange between the two organizations? Each answer represents part of the solution 

A. Assign the new customer a base currency. 

B. A system currency must be added. 

C. Assign the new customer a default currency. 

D. A custom currency must be added. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 5

You are the project manager for a Microsoft Dynamics 365 implementation and are tra.n.ng the company sales staff. All
staff members use laptops with the Microsoft Office Suite fully installed. 

How can sates staff access and use Dynamics 365 when they are traveling outside of the office? Each correct answer
presents a 

complete solution. 

A. They can use Microsoft Outlook. 

B. They can use any web browser. 

C. They can gain online access by using the Azure portal. 

D. They can use Skype for Business. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 6

You are using Microsoft Dynamics 365 for sales. 

Your marketing department has given you a number of illustrated documents that explain how your product is superior
to various competitors. 

You have been tasked with adding this material to Dynamics 365 so the salespeople can use and email the material to
their prospects, all from within Dynamics 365. 

How should you complete this task? 
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A. Add the documents to SharePoint and set up the SharePoint integration with Dynamics 365. 

B. Add the documents as sales literature, and associate them with the right competitors. 

C. Add the documents as Email Templates associated with the opportunity entity. 

D. Add the documents as attachments in the notes section for each competitor. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

You are using Microsoft Dynamics 365. 

You can find your disqualified leads but are unable to delete the ones you have chosen for deletion. 

What do you need to do to delete the leads? 

A. Ask your system administrator to give you the security permissions to delete leads. 

B. Ask your system administrator to give you share permission to delete leads. 

C. Reactivate the leads, then delete them. 

D. Qualify the leads, and then delete them. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

You are working on a sales opportunity for a maintenance company. You learn that the company has a new COO. 

You need to quickly add this new person to the opportunity. 

Which form should you use to capture this information in relationship to the opportunity? 

A. Quick Create Activity form 

B. Quick Create Campaign Response form 

C. Quick Create Lead form 

D. Quick Create Contact form 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

After several weeks of negotiation with a customer, the customer decides to purchase ten 

tor them. 
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You need to send a new quote to the customer while keeping records of the requested change. What should you do? 

A. Revise the quote, activate, and send the new quote to the customer. 

B. Close the quote as Lost. Create a new quote and send it to the customer. 

C. Create a new Opportunity, and send a new quote to the customer. 

D. Close the Opportunity as Lost create a new quote, and send it to the customer. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

You are a support specialist in charge of manag.ng a product catalog within Microsoft Dynamics 365 for your company.
You are asked to configure Microsoft Dynamics 365 so that management can analyze sales trends by product category.
How should you meet this requirement? 

A. Create multiple product relationships. 

B. Create multiple product families. 

C. Create multiple product bundles. 

D. Create multiple product catalogs. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

You are a sales manager for a large sales organization that uses Microsoft Dynamics 365. 

Many of your products have different 

pricing, based on geographical area. 

You want your sales people to automatically be assigned the designated price, based on their assigned territory. 

How can you accomplish this? 

A. Assign a product catalog for each territory. 

B. Assign a default price list for each territory. 

C. Assign a discount list for each territory. 

D. Assign a base currency for each territory. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12
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You are a salesperson using Microsoft Dynamics 365. 

You need to create a quote for services to be offered to one of your customers. You have selected a potential customer
and saved the quote record. 

What should you add to the quote? 

A. Add Service Activities. 

B. Add Price Lists. 

C. Add Quote Products as tine items. 

D. Add a connection between the Opportunity and the Quote. 

Correct Answer: B 
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